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Oxford University Press, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Global food price spikes in 2008 and again in 2011 coincided with a surge
of political unrest in low- and middle-income countries. Angry consumers took to the streets in
scores of nations. In some places, food riots turned violent, pressuring governments and in a few
cases contributed to their overthrow. Foreign investors sparked a new global land rush, adding a
different set of pressures. With scientists cautioning that the world has entered a new era of steadily
rising food prices, perhaps aggravated by climate change, the specter of widespread food insecurity
and sociopolitical instability weighs on policymakers worldwide. In the past few years, governments
and philanthropic foundations began redoubling efforts to resuscitate agricultural research and
technology transfer, as well as to accelerate the modernization of food value chains to deliver high
quality food inexpensively, faster, and in greater volumes to urban consumers. But will these efforts
suffice? This volume explores the complex relationship between food security and sociopolitical
stability up to roughly 2025. Organized around a series of original essays by leading global technical
experts, a key message of this volume is that actions...
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A whole new eBook with a new standpoint. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I discovered this publication from my i and
dad advised this publication to discover.
-- Mer edith Hoppe-- Mer edith Hoppe

This book is wonderful. It really is writter in easy words and never difficult to understand. I am quickly can get a satisfaction of reading a created ebook.
-- Ca r ley Huels-- Ca r ley Huels
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